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A message from
our president

 

Buck Dozier
Sincerely,

President
Box 55 Association

Dear Friend, 

Box 55 is presenting our first Annual Report of the activities of this organization. I am delighted that our
supporters, partners, and the general public, can see what the members of our all volunteer organization
did this past year.  It will always be our goal to be as transparent as possible about our Mission to "serve
Nashville's Heroes."

This has been a challenging year for the Box.  We experienced a tornado, and a Christmas Day bombing.
We were able to meet both challenges with hard work, and coordinated efforts among our volunteers and
partners. The bombing incident was the biggest challenge the Box has ever encountered. We served for 15
days breakfast, lunch, and daily snacks to representatives from the FBI, TBI, THP, HOMELAND SECURITY,
ATF, OEM, and of course our own NFD, and NPD. We served over 6,150 meals during that time period. And,
we did not miss one call for service from our normal responses.

Our service during those occasions produced some wonderful new partners for us who provided so many
generous gifts for our fundraising efforts.  Twice Daily continues their wonderful support for us. Our
Nashville Fire Fighters, who have always supported us, increased their support substantially this year
through Local 140.

Yes, it has been a busy and challenging year, but the men and women of Box 55, as they always have for 69
years, got the job done. Our members who sacrifice their time and energies to make sure Nashville's First
Responders are kept healthy is a great example of truly unselfish service. Box 55 members are special. We
are looking forward to celebrating our 70 anniversary next year.

We are grateful for everyone who have supported us this year, and I hope this Annual Report will
encourage you to continue helping us support our Heroes

Director-Chief Buck Dozier (NFD-RET)
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Chief John D. Ragsdale of the Nashville Fire Department organized the Nashville
Fire Buff Club in 1952. Throughout our 69 years of service, the mission of our club

has remained the same: To serve Nashville's Heroes.
 

We now provide Rehab Services to all First Responders including Fire, Police, EMS,
OEM and any other First Responder in need of rehab 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, 365 days a year.  We are staffed with 100% Volunteers and operate on

donations that we receive.  
 

Currently, Box 55 responds to all working fires and by special request to other
emergency situations such as search and rescue, SWAT, Haz-Mat, major MVA’s and

other extended operations.  Box 55 is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization of
volunteers and operates solely on donations and contributions.

 
Currently we have two response vehicles in our fleet. Each truck is equipped with
a microwave,  coffee makers, misting fans, tents,  folding chairs, propane heaters,

several coolers with cold drinks, snacks, and more.
 

Box 55 members are alerted by pager and respond 24 hours, 7 days a week when
needed. Based on protocol, one or two members drive the rehab unit to the

incident scene, while other members will arrive in their personal vehicle.
 

A monthly meeting is held every third Thursday at various Nashville Fire
Department Stations to address the needs of the organization and to provide

training. Visitors are always welcome to attend. Check the events tab for further
information.

 
 As the demands and definitions of rehab continue to change, Box 55 is dedicated

to changing and growing with them. Our goal—to respond quickly when called
and to provide rehabilitation and re-hydration to  first responders—remains the

same. 
 
 

ABOUT US
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2020

YEAR END RUN SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 327 INCIDENTS

In 2020 the Nashville Fire Department responded to 1,783

reported structure fires, the majority of which were false

calls. That is one structure fire call every 4.9 hours.

223

Structure 

Fires

24

Haz-Mat

Incidents

18

Police

Incidents

42

Special-Ops

Incidents

Above you will see a comparison of total runs made by the

organization in 2020 vs 2019. In 2020 we responded to

327 incidents versus 421 in 2019. 

2019 VS 2020 RUNS

2,510
TOTAL ON SCENE HOURS
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JANUARY 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 17 INCIDENTS

12

Structure 

Fires

4

Haz-Mat

Incidents

1

Police

Incidents

0

Special-Ops

Incidents

January was a slower month for Box 55 having only 17 runs compared to 40 in 2019. We
believe this is due to lost run sheets / paperwork as you will notice no runs were logged

until January 9th. 

New Board members assumed their roles. Austin Senters (Left) replaced predecessor
Thomas Bilbrey as Secretary, and Daniel Rose (right) replaced Rick Stull as Logistics Officer. 

 Ernie Capote, Mark Melman, and
Austin Senters responded to a
house fire near Brentwood, TN.

Firefighters spent nearly 3 hours
battling the blaze but the home was

a total loss. 

Our January monthly meeting was hosted at
Vanderbilt Lifeflight. Members got to learn
about the history of the program and even

walk out on the helipad.

Ernie Capote and Mark Melman
hand out drinks at a house fire

near Brentwood, TN.
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FEBRUARY 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 26 INCIDENTS

20

Structure 

Fires

2

Haz-Mat

Incidents

0

Police

Incidents

0

Special-Ops

Incidents

February was a bit busier for Box 55 having 26 runs compared to 21 in 2019. 

On the afternoon of "Leap Day" Feb 29th Luis Del Rio, Isaac
Smith, Anthony Robinette, Ernie Capote, Mark Cohen (former

member), Kevin Compton, Ella Brown (former member), Randy
Bailey, Thomas Bilbrey, Quincy Hayes, and Daniel Rose

responded to a 2 alarm fire in Hermitage, TN.
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MARCH 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 26 INCIDENTS

19

Structure 

Fires

2

Haz-Mat

Incidents

1

Police

Incidents

0

Special-Ops

Incidents

March was much slower for Box 55 having 22 runs compared to 44 in 2019. 

In just three hours, the overnight March 2-3 tornadoes bolted across 175 miles of Middle Tennessee. Surveyors revealed that 10 tornadoes touched down across the state, with
seven of those ripping through Middle Tennessee. From March 2-3, 2020, multiple supercell thunderstorms produced several tornadoes across Tennessee, central Alabama,

southern Kentucky and southeast Missouri. Just one of those supercells that began in West Tennessee near the Mississippi River formed the seven tornadoes that left 25 people
dead in Middle Tennessee. The EF-3 tornado had a track 60.13 miles long across three counties – the longest tornado path in Middle Tennessee since official tornado records

began in 1950. Tornado No. 3 first touched down in western Davidson County at the John C. Tune Airport. The airport sustained $100 million in infrastructure damage with more
than 90 destroyed aircrafts. It then tracked through the Germantown and North Nashville areas. NWS Storm Surveys reported EF-0 to EF-2 damage here, marking it the first

tornado to strike the downtown Nashville loop since February 2000. Daylight hours revealed jaw-dropping destruction at popular spots like Christie Cookie, Jack Brown’s and even
Kroger. The storms collapsed the steeple of one of the oldest churches in Buena Vista, created in 1880, The Hopewell Missionary Baptist Church. The damage to the North

Nashville area displaced dozens of North Nashville residents with much of the storm damage along D.B. Todd Boulevard. The tornado gained more strength becoming an EF-3
tornado as it passed through East Nashville. Unimaginable damage consumed the Five Points neighborhood, where Nashville lost two of its own. Michael Dolfini, 36, and his
girlfriend, Albree Sexton, 33, were struck and killed by debris after leaving Attaboy lounge, where Dolfini worked. The couple’s deaths are the first in Davidson County from a

tornado since 1998. Multiple businesses suffered significant damage in Five Points, including The Basement East, BoomBozz Craft Pizza, Clean Juice, and Burger Up. The “I Believe
in Nashville” mural served as an inspiring sign of hope for the city as it was left still standing next to one of the demolished businesses. The wrath of the storm didn’t stop there.
Coming across the Cumberland River with EF-1 and EF-2 damage, the tornado intensified to an EF-3 again in Donelson in the Stanford Estates subdivision and leveled Donelson

Christian Academy, leaving a whirlpool of debris. In Hermitage and many other parts of Davidson County, the NWS observed EF-2 damage. From there, the tornado regained its EF-
3 strength when coming into Wilson County and left behind six miles of damage. The vicious storm killed three people there, including a couple married over 50 years that died

side-by-side. Donna Eaton, 81, and James Eaton, 84, were killed in their sleep. (Source Fox 17 Nashville) Box 55 was on scene the night of the tornado and the days after providing
rehab services to Nashville's first responders.

 

MARCH 3RD TORNADO OUTBREAK
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APR I L  2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 36 INCIDENTS

26

Structure 

Fires

2

Haz-Mat

Incidents

0

Police

Incidents

6

Special-Ops

Incidents

Apriil was a bit busier for Box 55 having 36 runs compared to 31 in 2019. 

April brought new challenges, especially with Covid-19 spreading
rapidly in the US. We had to cancel out membership meetings,
move board meetings to virtual, and introduce new health and
safety protocols including wearing masks and gloves, sanitizing

surfaces, and not entering fire halls.

(Left to Right) Mark Cohen (former member), Austin Senters, Randy Bailey, and Ella Brown (former member) pose with donated masks.
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MAY 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 34 INCIDENTS

17

Structure 

Fires

1

Haz-Mat

Incidents

4

Police

Incidents

10

Special-Ops

Incidents

May was slightly slower for Box 55 having 34 runs compared to 37 in 2019. 

On May 2nd Rehab 55 responded as mutual aid to a fire in Hendersonville, TN just outside of
Davidson County. This young girl named Emma had spent the morning selling lemonade for 50

cents. When the Hendersonville Fire Dept was called out for a structure fire in the neighborhood,
she decided to not only donate all of her earnings to the family who lost their house, but she also

brought lemonade for the firefighters to help cool them down. 
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JUNE 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 19 INCIDENTS

12

Structure 

Fires

1

Haz-Mat

Incidents

0

Police

Incidents

6

Special-Ops

Incidents

June was much slower for Box 55 having 19 runs compared to 42 in 2019. 

 Susan Meece and Antonio Nettles refill
the coolers on a hot day after a house
fire in North Nashville on June 22nd.

Box 55 President Buck Dozier
responded to a house fire on June 13th

in Goodlettsville, TN just north of
Nashville near the county line

 Randy Bailey gives water to two dogs
that were rescued from an apartment

fire in East Nashville on June 3rd.

Antonio Nettles hands a fireman a
water on scene at a house fire in North

Nashville on June 22nd. 

 The weather was nice on June 18th
after our monthly membership meeting,

so Austin Senters and Randy Bailey
went to the riverfront to take some

pictures of our 2016 Sprinter

We received our new 2020 Sprinter
which will serve as "Rehab 55" with our
2016 Sprinter being the back up unit
"Support 55". This is a picture of our

new truck leaving the paint shop.
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JULY  2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 38 INCIDENTS

28

Structure 

Fires

4

Haz-Mat

Incidents

0

Police

Incidents

6

Special-Ops

Incidents

 July was slightly busier for Box 55 having 38 runs compared to 35 in 2019. 

Box 55 President Buck Dozier speaks to
News 2 in regards to a "give back" story
they did honoring Box 55 on July 15th.

Ernie Capote, Luis Del Rio, and Antonio
Nettles stand ready to serve at a fire in
South Nashville on a very hot July 17th

 Antonio Nettles and Randy Bailey pick
up Arbys to serve responders on a large

Haz-Mat incident on July 10th. 

Mark Melman walks back to the
apparatus for supplies on a commercial

fire on a very rainy July 28th. 
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AUGUST 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 24 INCIDENTS

16

Structure 

Fires

3

Haz-Mat

Incidents

1

Police

Incidents

4

Special-Ops

Incidents

 August was slightly slower for Box 55 having 24 runs compared to 28 in 2019. 

Box 55 participates in the parade at the
Nashville Fairgrounds Speedway for first

responders night on August 9th

Mark Melman hands out Mcdonalds
breakfast to responders working a

commercial fire in North Nashville on
August 31st.

A firefighter rests with one of our chilled
towels after fighting a house fire in

Antioch, TN on August 8th.

Steve Murff hands firefighters cold
drinks at a house fire in East Nashville

on August 18th.

A firefighter enjoys a cold water and
chilled towel at a house fire in North

Nashville on August 13th.

Firefighters enjoy misting fans and cold
towels on a very hot and humid August
13th at a house fire in North Nashville.

Austin Senters sets up misting fans
while Chris Wilcher (former member)

sets up a cooler at a house fire in North
Nashville on August 13th.

Austin Senters and Isaac Smith hand
out cold towels to firefighters at a

house fire in North Nashville on August
13th.
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SEPTEMBER 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 20 INCIDENTS

14

Structure 

Fires

1

Haz-Mat

Incidents

0

Police

Incidents

5

Special-Ops

Incidents

 September was slower for Box 55 having 20 runs compared to 33 in 2019. 

September 8th - Our new 2020 Sprinter  
had all decals applied.

Rick Short and Isaac Smith wash the
2006 Sprinter to prepare it to sell in

preparation for putting our new 2020
Sprinter in service. 

Brett Sharp and Randy Bailey unload 2l
pallets of Gatorade - September 19th

A firefighter enjoys a cold water at a
house fire in North Nashville on

September 7th.

Isaac Smith and Daniel Rose set up
drinks on a table at a Haz-Mat incident

near downtown Nashville on 
 September 15th.

Brett Sharp grabs cold drinks from a
cooler to hand to firefighters at a house
fire in Donelson, TN on September 11th

David Harris stands ready to serve
responders on scene in Hermitage, TN

on September 24th.

Box 55 attends a 9/11 memorial service
at Mission BBQ with Nashville Fire, OEM,

and Metro Police.
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OCTOBER 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 18 INCIDENTS

14

Structure 

Fires

3

Haz-Mat

Incidents

0

Police

Incidents

1

Special-Ops

Incidents

 October was slower for Box 55 having 18 runs compared to 42 in 2019. 

Luis Del Rio, Rick Short, and Randy
Bailey detail the new 2020 Freightliner
Sprinter in preperation for the "wet-

down ceremony" - Oct 14th

Quincy Hayes sets up a propane heater
on scene at a house fire in North

Nashville with Isaac Smith, Todd Green,
and Daniel Rose on Oct 30th.

Randy Bailey gives water to a dog that
was rescued from a house fire in North

Nashville on Oct 21st. 

Antonio Nettles hands a District Chief a
Snickers bar on scene of a commercial
fire in North Nashville with Daniel Rose

on Oct 2nd. 

Allen Ankenbauer pulls a cooler to the
scene of a house fire in North Nashville

on Oct 21st

Buck Dozier and Brett Sharp stand
ready to serve at a house fire in North

Nashville on Oct 21st. 

Our new 2020 Freightliner Sprinter is
"wet down" at a ceremony at the new

Nashville Fire Station 37 in West
Nashville on October 15th officially

putting the new unit in service.

Two firefighters pose with a Box 55
supplied Reeses at a house fire in North

Nashville on Oct 31st. 
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NOVEMBER 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 32 INCIDENTS

28

Structure 

Fires

1

Haz-Mat

Incidents

1

Police

Incidents

2

Special-Ops

Incidents

 November was slower for Box 55 having 32 runs compared to 36 in 2019. 

A firefighter enjoys a cold drink at a
commercial fire downtown on Nov 13th.

Daniel Rose makes a pot of coffee while
at an apartment fire in Antioch, TN on

Nov 21st.

Allen Ankenbauer and Isaac Smith work
together to unload a cooler at a house

fire in East Nashville on Nov 15th.

Randy Bailey poses with a student at a
community event at Goodpasture

Christian School on Nov 18th.

Jacques Baker stands ready to hand
cold drinks to responders at a

house fire in South Nashville on Nov
11th.

Firefighters enjoy cold water on scene
of a house fire in South Nashville on

Nov 22nd.

Everette Francis, Levi Johnson, Rick
Loyd, and Isaac Smith stand ready to
serve at a house fire in West Nashville

on Nov 28

A firefighter battles a large brush fire in
Joelton, TN on Nov 25th.
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DECEMBER 2020

MONTHLY SUMMARY

WE RESPONDED TO 29 INCIDENTS

17

Structure 

Fires

0

Haz-Mat

Incidents

8

Police

Incidents

3

Special-Ops

Incidents

 December was busier for Box 55 having 29 runs compared to 28 in 2019. 

On December 25, 2020, Anthony Quinn Warner detonated a recreational vehicle bomb in downtown Nashville, Tennessee killing himself, injuring eight people and damaging
dozens of buildings in the surrounding area. It took place at 166 Second Avenue North between Church Street and Commerce Street at 6:30 am, adjacent to an AT&T network

hub, resulting in days-long communication service outages. People near the RV heard gunshots, and loudspeakers on the RV warned them to evacuate before the bombing, which
was felt miles away. The Federal Bureau of Investigation determined that Warner, a Nashville resident, was the bomber and acted alone. The explosion was caused by a car bomb
carried in a Thor Motor Coach Chateau RV that parked outside an AT&T transmission building on Second Avenue North in downtown Nashville at 1:22 am on December 25, 2020.
Four to five hours after the RV arrived, people nearby were awakened by the sound of rapid gunfire in at least three bursts, followed by a computerized female voice broadcasting

over a public address system: "All buildings in this area must be evacuated now. If you can hear this message, evacuate now." "Stay clear of this vehicle", "Do not approach this
vehicle", and "Your primary objective is to evacuate these buildings now" were also among the messages broadcast from the RV. The broadcast warned that there was a bomb in

the vehicle, a 15-minute countdown elapsed, and the speakers switched to snippets from the 1964 song "Downtown" by Petula Clark. Responding to reports of shots being fired at
around 5:30 am, two police officers arrived at the area. Though they did not hear any shots, they discovered the parked vehicle and heard the warning. They and three other
responding officers subsequently evacuated homes in the area and called in reinforcements, including the hazardous devices unit, while a sixth officer stayed on the street to

redirect pedestrians. Two of the officers investigated the RV at one point and observed a camera positioned above its rearview mirror. The vehicle exploded at 6:30 am, while the
bomb squad was on its way to the area. Eight people were treated at hospitals for injuries and later discharged. Three of them sustained non-critical injuries, including two of the

officers who had been evacuating residents. The bomber died at the scene, while no other fatalities were reported. (Source:Wikipedia)
 

Box 55 was on scene for a total of 14 days providing breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, and drinks to over 500 responders with federal, state, and local agencies in conjunction with
the FBI "soup ladies" who flew in from Seattle, Washington to help. Box 55 served over 6,000 meals over these 14 days with 3 different rehab sites set up and staffed during

operation hours. Buck Dozier, and Luis Del Rio responded right after the bomb detonated on Rehab 55, and Daniel Rose, Levi Johnson, and Austin Senters responded a short time
later on Support 55 while smoke was still in the air. Over the 14 days members logged over 1,000 accumulative on scene hours 

 

CHIRSTMAS DAY BOMBING

Federal agents asses the damage after
the bombing

Todd Green speaks to and FBI ERT
agent at the primary rehab site.

Antonio Nettles, Todd Green, Randy
Bailey, Jimmy CLosser, and Luis Del Rio
stand ready to serve at the main rehab

site.

Box 55 members pose as an FBI agent
presents us with the flag flown over the

bomb site.
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COMMITTEE PROGRESS

GRANTS COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:  

TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:  AUST IN  SENTERS

CLOTH ING COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:  RANDY BA I LEY

MEMBERSHIP  COMMITTEE
CHAIRWOMAN:  SUSAN MEECE

FUNDRAIS ING COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:  R ICK  SHORT

SAFETY COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:  ALLEN ANKENBAUER

LOGIST ICS COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:  DANIEL  ROSE

The technology committee this year has focused on digitalizing many "old fashioned" ways we have done things. The committee
developed an online reporting system that drivers use to submit incident reports and shift change logs. Instead of the secretary

tracking down paper incident reports, as soon as a driver is done on a scene they fill out a report on the in vehicle iPad, which is sent
immediately to the secretary via email. Also at shift change the drivers go through the checklist and submit the form immediately

notifying the logistics officer of any repairs or supplies needed. The committee also vamped up social media efforts by posting much
more weekly. We started with 1,850 Facebook likes on Jan 1st 2020 and ended the year with 2,897 on Dec 31st 2021. In January

2020 our posts reached over 31,000 Facebook users and in December 2021 we reached over 49,000.  Lastly the committee began
using a video recording system that allows each meeting to be recorded in a professional way using several cameras for members

not in attendance to view later.

19

The Box 55 membership process has gone paperless. When people wish to become a member of Box 55, their background check,
application & processing fee can now be submitted using email links; thus eliminating the need for paper. Coming soon the training
of new members will involve the selection of trainers, who will themselves go through training. The trainers will be using a check list
to insure that each trainee is instructed on the same items involved in the rehab process. In 2020 we added 9 new members to our

team, and had 5 members resign from the organization. We had 4 members not complete the six month training program.  As of
December 31st 2020 we had 49 members on our roster.

 

The committee looked into several different grant programs for non profits, and rehab organizations including: The Memorial
Foundation Grant, TCM grant, The Gary Sinisie foundation Grant, Firhouse Sub's grant, and several more. 

The clothing committee handles all uniform requests for new and existing members. Chairman Randy Bailey was able to get the club
wholesale pricing on  all of our uniform items. Currently the committee takes orders for uniform t-shirts, polos, hats, safety vests, as

well as promotional shirts used for fundraising efforts.

The fundraising committee plans and organizes all fundraising events for the club. Typically there are several events a year, but
unfortunately Covid-19 affected our ability to host in person fundraisers. Large events such as the Southern Women's Show, and the

Nashville Flea Market were cancelled. The committee planned several online fundraising campaigns promoting t-shirts, tumblers,
decals, and other Box 55, NFD items. 

The safety committee is responsible for assisting Safety Officer Allen Ankenbauer with creating protocols for training drivers,
ensuring all certifications are up to date, and conducting safety briefings at our monthly meetings. Each year drivers must take a
Vanessa K Free safety course and testing in order to be able to operate our vehicles with emergency equipment. This year with

Covid-19 we were unable to have this in person class. Allen and his committee worked hard with VFIS to get each driver set up to
take this required course 100% online to ensure each driver was properly licensed and certified to operate our vehicles. 

The logistics committee is responsible for assisting the Logistics Officer with ordering products, maintaining our fleet, and
maintaining the driver schedule. The committee worked hard this year to get our new 2020 Freightliner Sprinter prepared, outfitted,

and put in service. This daunting task required moving the apparatus to several different vendors to have work done. 



APPARATUSES &
EQUIPMENT

REHAB 55 - 2020 FREIGHTLINER SPRINTER SUPPORT 55 - 2016 FREIGHTLINER SPRINTER
We are blessed to have two late model, reliable vehicles in service. Rehab 55 is our main response unit, and is staffed 24/7. Support 55 is

our back up vehicle, and is stored at a centrally located fire hall. We operate Support 55 when there are large scale scenes, multiple
incidents, or Rehab 55 is down for maintenance. Both vehicles are nearly identical, with the exception of upgraded emergency equipment

and safety features on the 2020. 

EACH UNIT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:

Ipad Pro 11 inch 
Motorola APX in vehicle radio
2 Bunn Coffee Makers
4 Bunn carafes 
Misc coffee sweeteners
1 Microwave
Misc Snacks
2 Motorola Portable Radio Chargers
Pop up tent
5 Oversized directors chairs
1 Folding table
4 Ice Buckets 1 Haz-Mat Bucket (For used towels)
Hero Wipes

1 Orca 140 quart cooler (for ice)
4 portable coolers
2 Versa Cool Misting Fans (Warm Weather)
2 Dewalt Propane Heaters (Cold Weather)
2 Propane tanks
Coffee cups and sleeves
OX Portable Coffee Maker
First aid jump bag + AED
Backup water and gatorade
Dewalt Jumpstart pack
Clean towels
Garbage can
Misc tools & extension cords20



2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

BUCK DOZIER

PRESIDENT
Buck Dozier otherwise known by many as "Chief". That term is so fitting as Chief Dozier is a LEADER to

many. Not only is he the President and Leader of Box 55 but is a leader at his Church, Inner City Ministry,
and many other programs in the city. He is a former Nashville Fire Department Director Chief in which he

still holds much respect from current members of the NFD. He also is a former Davidson County
Councilmember, Youth/Family Church Director, Nashville Fairground Director and a very well respected

Coach and School Teacher. Chief Dozier's witness and willingness to serve others has touched many lives
in this community for over 50+ years. His primary purpose of participating in Box 55 is to "serve in a area
of great interest to him and it keeps him close to the First Responders that have been a part of his life".

You will still see him driving Rehab 55 monthly responding to calls to serve.  In his very little spare time, he
enjoys Reading, Speaking at events, Golfing and most of all spending time with his Grandkids. You will see

him at the ball field every time they are playing sports.  

Joe is a 10 year veteran of Box 55 and enjoys the opportunity to assist our firefighters and give back to
the Nashville community. Having an extensive background in fire service and being a former volunteer
firefighter himself, he understands the need of rehab and hydration after coming out of a fire, so he

enjoys providing that need. Over his tenure with Box 55, he has responded to many different situations
and one of the most memorable was a horse trailer accident that NFD worked with local veterinarians to

apply care to the animals . Joe has served on many committees, as Safety Officer and Vice-President
alongside President Dozier and compliments Chief Dozier’s background and experience very informative.

Outside of Box 55, Joe works for a large insurance company as a Senior Property Loss Specialist,
specializing in Fire damage and tornado damage claims. He stays very busy in his career but he still finds
time to spend with his family and he enjoys traveling to Ohio and West Virginia to see other family and to
Florida to bake in the sun and sand. When he finds a little extra time, he shares his servant ship with local

Food Banks and Habitat for Humanity.

JOE DRYDEN

VICE PRESIDENT

AUSTIN SENTERS

SECRETARY

Austin joined Box 55 in 2017 at the early age of 21. Austin works as a Communications Training
Officer at the Metro Nashville Department of Emergency Communications. He is responsible for
training new 911 operators and police / fire dispatchers. When he is not training he is the calm

voice you may hear when you call 911, or the voice on the other end of the radio. Besides
responding to the scene to offer rehab to first responders, Austin serves as the Secretary on the

Box 55 Board of Directors. He is responsible for keeping up with statistics, minutes from
meetings, sending emails and is chairman of the technology committee. His young knowledge of

technology has helped move our Association forward. Even though he spends many hours at
work and many hours serving on Box 55, he still finds time for his favorite hobby, spending time
with his wife Tori and daughter Hazel. They enjoy the “lake lifestyle” in the summer and attending

Preds games in the fall. 

 Rick works tirelessly and continuously every day as our Treasurer to maintain Box 55's daily
operation but also finding ways to help Box 55 grow through fundraising and promoting it to our

community. Rick began his career in healthcare and then a paramedic and then became a
volunteer firefighter and his interest in fire services increased. Since a early age, he felt a calling

to serve others, so while in Dallas Texas, he became involved with the Dallas Fire Buff Association
in which he was President and served many other roles. After moving to Nashville, he became

involved with Box 55 and has served in many roles of our association. He also has served as the
Regional Vice President and currently as the President of the International Fire Buff Association

which includes Fire Buff organizations all over the US and Canada. His purpose of these
commitments is to "give back to those that make many sacrifices for all of us". His desire for Box

55 it that the legacy continues as it has for so many years, recruiting and mentoring new
members. Besides his Fire interest, Rick is a successful businessman, a leader at his Church and

Grandpa to 7 grandchildren and 1 great grandchild.  If there is any time left in his week, he
enjoys boating with his family and talking to friends on his ham radio.  

 
 

RICK SHORT

TREASURER

DANIEL ROSE

LOGISTICS OFFICER
  Daniel joined Box 55 in 2017 and currently serves as our Logistics Officer. He is responsible for

member scheduling, product inventory, response vehicle maintenance/repairs and on scene
rehab.  Daniel shares with Box 55, his experience from years of serving as disaster action lead
training manager with the American Red Cross. His desire is to serve others and gives many

personal hours making sure our First Responders are taken care of. In his spare time he enjoys
Tennessee Titans Football, Nashville Predators Hockey, movies, great food and dancing.

 

Allen has been a member of Box 55 since 2018. He has served on the Box 55 board as Safety
Officer since 2019. In his duties as Safety Officer Allen does the Safety training with all of our

members, in addition he ensures all of our drivers are trained in defensive driving and compliant
with all regulations. Allen has a long background in the transportation and trucking industry. He

retired from UPS in 2011 with 37 years of service where he served in numerous assignments
during his career. At the time of his retirement he was responsible for safety and compliance at

the Whites Creek Feeder operation which has around 400 employees. After retirement he
returned to work on a couple different lengthy assignments where he did orientations and

trained new drivers on getting their Commercial Drivers License. He also volunteered a couple
days a week at his church’s benevolence center for the first six years after retirement assisting

clients on getting food and clothing assistance. Allen’s hobbies are gardening, doing yard
work,fishing, and eating.

ALLEN ANKENBAUER

SAFETY OFFICER
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Allen Ankenbauer
Safety Officer

Anthony Robinette
Driver

Antonio Nettles
Driver

Austin Senters
Secretary

Brett Sharp
Driver

Buck Dozier
President

Cathey Nelson
Member in training

Chris Keith
Member

Daniel Rose
Logistics Officer

David Harris
Member

Ed Sandoval
Member

Eddie Porter
Member In training

Ernie Capote
Driver

Everette Francis
Driver

Gena Wray
Member in training

Isaac Smith
Driver

Jacques Baker
Member in training

Jeremy Jungman
Member

Jimmy Closser
Driver

Joe Dryden
Driver

2020 PERSONNEL PICTURES
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Kevin Compton
Driver

Levi Johnson
Driver

Luis Del Rio
Driver

Mark Melman
Driver

Mary Lou Del Rio
Member

Matthew McClanahan
Member

Mike Budai
Member

Patrick Irwin 
Member in training

Paul McCreight
Member

Quincy Hayes
Driver

Randy Bailey
Vice President

Rick Loyd
Member

Rick Short
Treasurer

Robbie Keeler
Member

Roger Melton
Member in training

Scott Keel
Member

Sharon Melman 
Driver

Steve Ballas
Driver

Steve Murff
Driver

Susan Meece
Driver

2020 PERSONNEL PICTURES
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Todd Green
Member

Thomas Bilbrey
Driver

William Benz
Member in training

Zach Agee
Member in training

2020 PERSONNEL PICTURES
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PARTNER ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Ole South Properties reached out to Box 55 late in 2020
wanting to know how they can help. They made a very

generous donation to Box 55 which has helped
substantially since our fundraising efforts were halted due

to the pandemic.

The IAFF Local 140 Firefighter's Union has been a great
supporter of Box 55, by partnering on fundraising efforts,
and helping promote the organization. Recently the Union

announced a payroll deduction program that deducts a
donation from all active and retired union members
checks, that goes straight to Box 55 as a donation.

TWICE DAILY

CONVEINENCE STORES

Twice Daily Convenience Stores has been a huge partner
for Box 55. Twice Daily provides Box 55 with an annual
fuel allowance that keeps our trucks on the road. They

also provide the majority of our bottled water, and helped
connect us with Pepsico / Fritlay.

NASHVILLE 

FIRE DEPT

IAFF LOCAL 140

UNION

PEPSICO

OLE SOUTH

PROPERTIES

The Nashville Fire Dept has been a great partner for us.
They have helped us promote fundraisers, T-Shirts, and

connected us with Firehouse Magazine

Pepsi Co is a vital partner of Box 55. They provide all Frito-
Lay snacks, and Gatorade that we serve to Nashville's

heroes. Without this crucial partnership we would have to
purchase these products with money we raise, which

would significantly effect our annual budget. 

Ally Bank reached out to us at the beginning of 2021 in
partnership with the Nashville Super Speedway wanting

to help. They made a very gernerous donation to Box 55.
In return we offered to have our members volunteer at

the Nascar race in the summer of 2021 helping with
various duties.

ALLY BANK
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PARTNER ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

For years Richard Griffey and his team at Eight EVP have
been great partners for Box 55. Eight EVP is the provider
that handles the installation of all emergency equipment,
interior power components, and electronics outfitting in

our vehicles. 

Following the Christmas Day Bombing Project 615
launched a "Nashville Strong" T-Shirt campaign. All

proceeds from the t-shirt sales were distributed to several
local charities and non-profits including Box 55. Project
615 made a generous contribution to Box 55 in early

2021 once the campaign ended.

For years locally owned Neely Coble Co has been the
official Freightliner Dealer in Nashville. We purchased

both our 2016 and 2020 Freightliner Sprinters from them,
and have used them many times for maintenance and

mechanical repairs. At the beginning of 2020 Neely Coble
replaced the engine in our 2016 Sprinter at a heavily

discounted rate. In 2021 Neely Coble was sold, and the
new owners are ceasing sales and repairs to Sprinter

vehicles. 

DET Distributing is a local partner that has helped Box 55
many times by donating water. Recently DET donated two

pallets of Essentia PH water. 

Following the Christmas Day Bombing Amazon reached
out wanting to help. They made a generoud donation to
Box 55 which helped us catch up, since we were not able

to fundraise in 2020 due to the pandemcic.

Community Coffee has been the exclusive coffee brand
that Box 55 carries. For years Community Coffee has

donated their products to Box 55.

PROJECT 615 AMAZON

DET DISTRIBUTING CO COMMUNITY COFFEE

EIGHT EVP NEELY COBLE CO
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Rock Bottom has partnered with Box 55 several years in a
row to host various fundraising campaigns at their

downtown Nashville location. 

PARTNER ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

After Neely Coble Co was sold, and no longer services
Sprinter vehicles Box 55 partnered with Mercedes-Benz

of Nashville to handle our future maintenance, and
purchasing needs.

Exxon Mobil reached out to Box 55 wanting to help
support us in mid 2020, and made a generous

contribution.

95.5 Nash Icon is a local radio station that has partnered
with Box 55 in the past. Recently they launched a

campaign honoring front line heroes in partnership with
Box 55, providing winners with a gift certificate to Franklin

Wine and Spirits. 

Mission BBQ has been a great partner to Box 55. They
often cater several of our meetings a year for free, and

have prepared meals for first responders on long scenes
several times. 

Chick Fil A Has been a great partner to Box 55. They have
donated and prepared many meals at a moments notice

to feed Nashville's Heroes. They have also helped us
fundraise with "Spirit Nights". We are grateful to partner

with the following locations: Rivergate, Melrose,
Hermitage, Metro Center, Church St, and Nashville West.

EXXON MOBIL MISSION BBQ (OPRY MILLS

95.5 NASH ICON

CHICK FIL A 

VARIOUS MIDDLE TN LOCATIONS

MERCEDES-BENZ OF NASHVILLE

ROCK BOTTOM BREWERY
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Altar'd state ran a campaign in early 2021, donating 10%
of their sales on Monday's to Box 55. They were able to

raise several thousand dollars for the organization!

ALTAR'D STATE GREEN HILLS


